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ABSTRACT
Data regarding supervisory responsibility of

engineers are analyzed and implications of these analyses are
considered. The data indicated that a majority of engineers were
employed as managers or supervisors. The data also indicated that
those engineers with no supervisory responsibility declines from 38
percent in the 25-30 year old group to 12 percent among 40-45 year
olds. Based on the large number of engineers who move into management
responsibilities, there is a need for increased opportunity for
appropriate educational experiences; most apparently need such work
between the ages of 30 and 45. (RH)
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THE ENGINEER AS A MANAGER
ENGINEER OR MANAGER?

Fl 1,011411s appear to 1 somewhat divided in their
approach to the function of management as it relates to
their professional development. on ow taw hand ow
those who view managerial jobs as the preferred path of
thlaneement. Others look ilium managers as people
who have "dropped out" of the engineering proi'ession.
Most engineers reeognite that their work involves both
technical and managerial or administrative elements in
varying proportions, and that it is often difficult to sepa-
rate the two elements in the overall performance of their
job. Most engineers also tend to prefer one element over
the tither. and when the proportions become unbalanced
they begin to feel dissatisfied or frustrated. Manpower
studies hate devoted surprisingly little attention to the
relationship between the technical and managerial as-
pects of engineering work. The purpose of this Bulletin
is to pull together and try to interpret the scattered data
bearing on the subject.
Dual Professionalism. I'mgineers generally think of them-
selves as professionals on the basis of their rigorous edu-
cation and special responsibility to their employers or
clients. Many executives, especially those who have
graduated front business school programs at an advanced
level, consider themselves professionals in the flekl of
management. What, then, is the professional status of the
engineer who has nuwed into a managerial position, or
who,c duties have come to include important managerial
as well as technical elements?

The question is not merely academic. Many engi-
neers really wrestle with it evet. time they an: asked to
give their occupation. For them it is a problem of pro-
fessional idenlit). The question is also important in inter-
preting and using nationa: manpower data. Census re-
turn,. eniplo!, mem and tmemployment statistics, and most
government manpower studies that engineers and man-
agers as separate occup,,tional groups. The person who
considers himself an engineer by profession but who re-
ports his occupation as an ttIministrator or manager will
be omitted a manager, not as an engineer.

Supervisory Responsibility of Engineers
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Source: National Engineers Register. 1969

FIGURE 1

Newly-released figures front a 1972 post-censal
study conducted by the National Science Foundation
show that over 480,000 people with college degrees in
engineering were reported under other occupational cate-
gories in the last census. Managers and administrators
made up a large part of this group. In earlier surveys of
engineering. society members conducted by Engineers
Joint Connell, 21 percent of the respondents selected
managment or administration when asked to indicate their
single most important wotk function. It is therefore
apparent that a large number of the nation's engineering
graduates have diflicuity in deciding whether they are
engineers or managers when they are forced to choose
between the two categories.
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A Closer Look. One of the objectives of the last National
Engineers Register survey, conducted in 1969, was to
look in greater detail at the management function. To
avoid the problem caused by trying to make people
eategorin themselves as either engineers or managers,
the questionnaire was redesigned and respondents were
asked to specify the level of supervision they exercised
over others, in addition to the functional area in which
they were employed. The results, as shown in Figure 1
for all survey respondents combined, indicate that a
majority of engineers were actually engaged in some kind
of management or supervision of other people ranging
from team leadership to general management of an organ-
isation.

Since publication of these initial findings. 1:.1( has
obtained cross-tabulations sin, aing how supervisory re-

Sup'v Dep't

or Program

Source: National Engineers Register, 1969
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sponsibility varies as a function of other characteristics.
Generally speaking, there are no dramatic differences in
the diAtribution of supervisory responsibility by level of
formal education. The percentages of bachelor's. master's,
and doctor's degree engineers in the various supervisory
categories are very similar. There arc more noticeable
differences in the distribution from industry to industry as
shown in Figure 2. which is broken down into selected
product or service areas. Similar differences appear
when the various engineering curricula are looked at
separately, with civil engineers generally resembling the
construction industry. chemical engineers the chemical
industry, aerospace engineers the aircraft industry, etc.
as might be expected. Although the pattern shifts gradu-
ally from industry to industry, the differences between
categories at opposite ends of the chart, such as construe-
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Supervisory Responsibility as a Function of Age
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ti(m compared to aircraft, are quite striking. Construction
emplos the smallest percentage of engineers in nonsuper-
%isor positions and has the highest percentage in general
managnik.mt, hile aerospace uses a high percentage in
nonsupervisory and team leader positions. IAucation is
a special categor because engineering teachers and re-
,eachers in colleges and um% ersities generally work in-
deoendenth en so. halt of them have some super-
\ ',or% of managerial responsibilities, as disclosed by the
surey.
Managerial Responsibilities as a Function of Age. When
tile data are broken down according to age groups. a
significant relationship bewares apparent. 'Hie progres-
sion of the aerage engineer tip the management ladder

elearl evident in Figure 3. The young engineer in the
25-3 ear age bracket has duties that are largely techni-

cal. A majority have no supervisory responsibilities at
a:I or exercise staff functions that require only indirect
supervision over the work of others. About a third have
supervi,ory responsibilities, but mostly at the team or
protect level. As the age level increases, managerial
duties expand rapidly. The percentage of engineers with
no supervisory responsibility decreases steadily from 38
percent in the 25-30 year old group to 12 percent among
40-45 year olds, then increases lightly with advancing
age. Similarly, the proportion of those with only staff re-
sponsibilities drops from 25 percent to I ti percent, and
levels off after age 40.

In the supervisory categories. the percentage of team
or unit leaders is highest in the 30-35 year age group.
I he proportion of protect supervisors peaks at 35-a0
years, while that of department heads is highest from 45
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to 60. The percentage of engineers in general manage-
ment increases steadily from 2 percent at the start to 17
percent at retirement age. fly the time engivers are 40,
the statistics show that two-thirds or more will have taken
on managerial or supervisory duties of an iticreasingly
responsible nature.

Some Implications. If management is an inherent putt of
the work of so many engineers, that fact should receive
greater recognition in the education and career develop-
ment of members of the profession. The typical under-
graduate curriculum in engineering is almost entirely
technical in natures and most engineering students arc
oriented toward technical duties. Such a preparation is
adequate for the first few years out of college, but not for
the long run career requirements of a majority of engi-
neers. Although more and more engineers are returning
to school for advanced courses in business udministra-
tie only about two percent of all engineers held MBA
degrees in 1969. The disparity between the formal edu-
cation of engineers for management and the extent to
which they actually become involved in it is apparent.

Not only do engineers need more education in the
arts and techniques of management, but they must be
made more aware of the ways in which their duties will
change during their professional careers. The gradual
transition from technical to managerial responsibilities is
something that more engineers should recognize as a
normal pattern of career development. Too many engi-
neers today are educationally and psychologically unpre-
pared to make the shift, and seem to feel that they are
abandoning their profession when they move out of
strictly technical work. Young engineers should be helped
to recognize that the current job structure, especially in
industry, does not provide openings for all those who
would like to stay in purely technical and nonsupervisory
positions throughout their careers. Since this job pattern
has developed over a long period of time in response to
employers' needs, and is now traditional in many organ-
izations, it is unlikely to be altered radically in the near
future. Fven where companies have stressed the "dual
ladder" concept of advancement along parallel technical
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and managerial routes, the technical side has tended to
offer fewer opportunities than the managerial. This is a
fact of life which engineers should be prepared to face.

A partial solution might lie in a continuing educa-
tion approach by which engineers moving into super-
visory and managerial positions could take short courses
in appropriate skills such as personnel administration,
budgeting, accounting, comnumieations, etc. Employers
should recognize the need for this additional formal edu-
cation and provide the opportunity to obtain it as a nor-
mal part of the engineer's professional development. Th6
timing and specific nature of the courses to be taken
should, of course, he determined by the needs of each
individual, but most engineers apparently need them be-
tween the ages of 30 and 45.

More fundamentally, the distinction between engi-
neering and science lies in engineering's emphasis on the
application of science and technology to meet human
needs. Such needs are becoming increasingly eomplex,
and in meeting them engineers must not only develop
plans and designs, but also see that projects ere carried
through to successful conclusion. Although many tech-
Meal assignments can still he handled by a single person
working alone, modern engineering projects of nrjor
consequence involve huge amounts of money and maz.:,-
rial and require that the efforts of many people he co-
ordinated to achieve completion. The engineer who as-
pires to a position of responsibility for a major techno-
logical project or activity cannot avoid the managerial
duties that are inherent in such a position. Since both the
technical and the managerial aspects arc essential to the
overall engineering job, there is no logical reason why
one should be considered less "professional" than the
other.

It appears to he both normal and appropriate for a
majority of engineers to encounter managerial responsi-
bilities at so ne stage in their careers, and for the propor-
tion of raauagerial duties to increase as the scope of the
job increases. Not all engineers need become managers
and not all engineers will, but those who do arc no less
members of the engineering profession than those who
do not.
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